
RWI Extension Group

This PowerPoint/PDF contains the text and activities you 
should work through today.

You do not need to print this document. 

You will be able to complete the lesson simply by accessing 
this on a screen such as a laptop or tablet.

All written tasks can be done on paper. Ideally this would be 
lined, but any paper is acceptable. 
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Tuesday

Read the Set 2 Speed Sounds as fast as you can. 

ay ee igh ow
oo ar or air
ir ou oy



Tuesday

Read the Set 3 Speed Sounds as fast as you can. 

ea oi a-e i-e o-e
u-e aw are ur er
ow ai oa ew ire
ear ure tious tion



Read the additional Speed Sounds as fast as you can. 

ie au e-e wh
ph kn ue
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Today’s focus sound is ph as in: ‘take a photo’.

Read the words on the next few pages – I know you can do this on sight!

Make up a sentence for each word.

Choose 2 to write down. 

Remember to include all capital letter and punctuation.  

Tuesday



phone

Tuesday



elephant

Tuesday



phonics

Tuesday



photograph

Tuesday



autograph

Tuesday



Grey book 12 – A very dangerous dinosaur
Read the Speedy Green Words

Tuesday

dinosaur making cried declared
sounded disappearing enormous
dangerous serious scrumptious
nervously cautiously walk talk
thought brother son because
buy bought



Grey book 12 – A very dangerous dinosaur
Read the Red Words

Tuesday

talk thought there where

all through one would

two was they other were

caught worse what want

their great should



Now it is time for you to read the story for the second time. 

















Instead of your usual ‘hold a sentence’ activity. I would like you to take my 
simple, dull sentences and improve them using a range of interesting vocabulary 
(adjectives, verbs and even adverbs!). 

1. Stegosaurus walked through the forest.

2. “Yummy,” said Snatchosaurus, licking his lips. 

3. Brachiosaurus was scared. “Help me look after my eggs,” she said. 
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